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Part 1
Quotes About Intelligence
Emotional Intelligence:
“I told her how I’d handle the problem if I was her; but her mood worsened. I said I felt sorry she was
in this mess and she smiled.”
Brains
“What makes people’s brains tick? I heard that flossing teeth might slow development of
dementia?”
Connections
“I was on a train and suddenly realised the strangers sat around me must have stories. Maybe some
are nurses, some are train drivers; some might have gone to the same secondary school as me….”
Discrepancies
“I walked along Langstrasse road, turned right and walked straight for a while, then turned right and
walked straight for a while; to my surprise, I arrived back where I had started from!”
Informed Choice
“I read about materials I can recycle so that I am kind to the environment when I go shopping. I
mainly buy products with plastic which decomposes. That is my best choice based on the available
knowledge; how was I to know that the plastic needs oxygen to biodegrade but the bin collectors do
landfill – so oxygen does not break it down!”

Introduction
Naked Science is a way of thinking which seeks to improve the mind.
One of those branches of thinking is Intelligence; and this book is
about Intelligence.

There are said to be different types of intelligence but this work is
about the intelligence of clarity of thought and problem solving.
Other types of intelligence include musical ability and athleticism
which are enviable skills. This work is about IQ as logical thinking; but
also about the creative process that introduces new material to be
logical about.
Intelligence is generally measured through the use of tests. By
practising those tests often enough, a person can achieve very good
scores but still not show great intelligence in other walks of life.
Intelligence is not just about doing well in tests; it is about thinking in
a way that allows one to be intelligent in many different situations.
It is perhaps bizarre that someone can be fantastic at doing their
daily job or routine but fail at an activity which is 99% the same
because of the inability to see that it is essentially the same task.
An example of two activities being very similar but different is the
classic game of ‘noughts and crosses’ compared with a magic square
grid of 3 by 3: i.e. 9 squares. A ‘magic square’ has a rule that the
numbers along a line must total the same total as any other line of
numbers across the square. With a magic square, you can not put
any old number into any square; and you can only win in ‘noughts
and crosses’ by having a line of three symbols be the same. These
constraints turn out to have a lot of similarity.
I bet nobody learns what a ‘magic square’ is, at school, any more!
Maybe it is a bad example.
OK, how about football and rugby and basketball. They are different
sports but the strategic thinking of one game might benefit how you
play one of the other games. For instance, it is undesirable to
become trapped in a corner. You can say that about the king in chess
too, perhaps! Since the king is so important, it is good to have other
pieces be sacrificed to save him. That sounds a bit like American

Football where people get in the way so that the guy who throws the
ball a long way has time to throw it properly.
I think sport then is a good way of demonstrating the idea that very
different activities can also be very similar if you filter them or
classify them in a new way.
Maybe someone learning to drive a car and learning to check the
mirror before changing lanes will, when a pedestrian, start to look
over their shoulder when shifting across a broad pavement. I think
that it is human nature to carry behaviours from one discipline and
to apply them in another discipline – but some people just do it
better.
It think that intelligence has a lot of components to it but one of
them is that ability to look at two different systems (such as
basketball and football) but to see the pattern that makes the laws of
one help you to think about the nature of the other).
Maybe there is a habit of ‘abstracting’ the system you are looking at:
Rugby is a sport.. and so is football.. and so is basketball.
The ‘quarter back’ in American football is a player; and so is the
striker in soccer or the .. I don’t know… whatever you call the
defensive people in basketball!
By the habit of abstracting, one then has a chance of comparing
systems well.
I bet that most people would agree with what I am saying but how
does someone get better at that thinking skill? Perhaps by
deliberately taking time out of one’s day to ‘abstract’ things: to force
the habit to develop.
We probably agree that people can learn new skills and habits; and
often what seems like an impossible skill might be acquired through

the patience of repetitive training. So why couldn’t someone think
with more clarity by deliberately practising good thinking habits?
Let’s face it, we all get caught out. The brightest people occasionally
do something incredibly stupid. That is what it is like, being human,
unfortunately; but we can definitely improve ourselves: make a
particular kind of mistake less frequently.
I often get caught out by predicting pedestrians. For instance, I see
someone jogging along a straight pavement; and I come to expect
the person to be travelling all the way along the street; but he might
suddenly turn into a driveway because that is his home and he is
reaching the end of his jog.
Maybe, because I am so used to joggers bobbing along and
disappearing into the distance, that becomes an expectation; and it
is a useful generalisation. For the most part, that prediction will be
true and help me to predict my interactions as I walk along the
street. And that is a type of cleverness; but how can I compete with
the other type of clever person?: the type of person who has not
committed to ‘knowing’ where the jogger is going to go next?
A related idea to someone failing to see the relatedness of systems is
an inability to push oneself to learn new things: I can’t do that
because I have never done it before. For instance, a friend of mine
could play so many more songs on his guitar if he would just learn
the B minor chord!
At present, particular fingers are unpractised at that chord position
on his guitar and yes he will fail to produce a nice sound consistently.
It is the practice that takes us from inability to ability.

I believe that intelligence can be learned and generally improved
through the adoption of good thinking habits which this book
teaches.

Good thinking is broadly about :
avoiding making mistakes;
remembering relevant past information; and
being good at problem solving
A vocabulary is needed for the ideas of these chapters to be
communicated efficiently. The main vocabulary is introduced in the
chapter What is Thinking ?
There is a main chapter on Mistakes and then there are chapters
dedicated to particular areas in which mistakes happen: Mistakes in
Mathematics and Communicating.
The Choice Stores chapter concerns the areas of information which
are worth memorising to help us to think efficiently about a subject.
The Problem Solving chapter gives general advice on the task of
solving problems.
Personally, the intelligence I am pleased with is my creative
intelligence. I don’t see myself as a good mathematician. There is a
condition called dyscalculia where someone tries to do maths with
the numbers in one’s head but the numbers can’t be held in place
and the wrong answer is arrived at. Maybe I have a mild version of
that. If I slow down to a speed I am happy with, and use paper, my
maths is generally very good but I know my limits. I am no
wunderkind!
At the same time, I think I am smart and I am introspective. I look at
where I fail and ask myself what I could do next time to be better at
the task. I will never be as good a mathematician as someone who is
a natural at carrying numbers in their head; but I can have my own
comfortable way of reaching the same answer – albeit a little slower.

With all the habits one probably needs to be very intelligent, if I can
improve slightly at many of those habits then surely my intelligence
will noticeably increase: I will be correct more often – even if not as
often as the wunderkind.

Different brains don’t see things the same
Even that heading, about different brains not seeing things the same,
presents an interesting concept: the language we use to express
ourselves can constrain us; and what causes me to use the word ‘see’
in the phrase ‘see things the same’?
It is said that some people, when they think, see the written words of
what they are thinking, while they are thinking; or saying the words
of what they are thinking while they are thinking. Other people are
said to have a very visual way of thinking where there is no need to
slow down thoughts to the speed of a word dictator.
Some people are said to visualise timelines differently: if asked to
draw time passing through a year, different camps of people will
have different ways of drawing time passing: maybe a line from left
to right or a line from right to left; or not even a straight line.
So a bunch of people can be sat around discussing an issue and
agreeing with each other on what they are talking about but their
brains are representing the information in different ways.
Maybe you have seen a psychology test for colour-blindness where a
canvas of coloured dots displays a different number to different
people despite it being the same image on paper: the reader’s ability
to see certain colours decides what number they are capable of
reading.
That is a different type of ‘people seeing the world differently’
because the concept the different people are thinking about is an
entirely different number.
And what if someone shouts out a word across a room and we both
interpret the word differently. You hear a ‘B’ but I hear a ‘P’? In
English, I hear ‘pin’ but you hear ‘bin’. Or we both hear ‘Help’ but you
think someone is in trouble and needs help whereas I think someone
is asking for assistance but is not actually in trouble.

There is probably a thinking habit to allow us to entertain the idea
that ‘help’ has more than one interpretation but mishearing a word
is probably a lot harder to resolve.
When I think, “Oh, someone is asking me for help”, what would be
good would be a ‘deconstruction by challenge’:
- What does help mean?: help in an emergency; or help out with
a task?
- Someone is calling out ‘help’ but why do I think they are calling
to me specifically?

Now you might be thinking that I have tricked you here. Maybe the
way I phrased the description of ‘the person asking for help’ leant
towards the idea that the person is talking to you and me.
But that is another intelligence habit to develop:
What if the person telling me the facts (facts for me to think about)
is:
- misunderstood by me; or
- incorrect in their facts (perhaps even deliberately trying to
confuse me)
Let’s call this ‘doubt the orator’.
I think that it is very powerful to give a name to discrete thinking
habits. For one thing, it helps us to organise a schedule of thinking
habits to try to be better at; but also, these concepts are a little
nebulous and take time to more-or-less define through examples. A
name cuts right through to focus on a concept.
Although, I saw a video where one of the smartest people of the 20th
Century said that there is weakness in giving something a name
because it makes us think that we know it and understand it. We

have classified it but the classification might miss some truth about
what the thing really is.
How about a book classed as ‘Non fiction’ but the author is wrong
about things?: the things he says are a fiction but placed in a ‘non
fiction’ part of a library! The book ‘is what it is’ regardless of how the
librarian has categorised it; but the librarian is incorrect to call it
factually correct: the librarian would in that case, have floundered
because of the subtlety the label. So that is going beyond the idea of
classification: we are going further than that and seeing something
being wrongly understood.

Difficult Habits
Overview

These chapters are essentially about learning good habits for good
thinking. This requires you to think in ways which you would not
normally think in. There are many habits described in this book but
some are so central to good thinking that I will describe them in this
early chapter.

‘Only’ Situations
We can imagine things in our heads with such vividness that they are
very believable ideas.
For instance, I can imagine that my door key is in my left pocket. It is
very plausible. I am one step away from believing it without actually
checking my pocket for real to see if my key really is there.

If an idea is simple then it is easy to imagine. Usually, it is easier to
imagine one of something than it is to imagine many of something
and so I claim that we often believe that there is only one of
something. It all stems from how believable our imagination makes
ideas seem.
But what if two keys are in that pocket? You might argue, “Well that
doesn’t change facts. When I want my key, I will find it in that
pocket.” But you limited your thinking options by visualising a count
of one key. Maybe it is because, typically, there is no harm done
from the mistake that it is easy to be lazy in our thinking and not
have a habit of ‘challenging one’.
“But it wasn’t a mistake!”, you might argue. “You’re splitting hairs!”,
you might argue. I would say that you’re missing the point of this
book: to have habits that improve your chances of clarity of thought
and of problem solving.

Which type ?
There will be times when there are many types of something but you
get a picture in your head of one type and believe that there are no
other types to be considered. For instance, someone asks you to buy
a carton of milk. There is semi-skimmed, full fat and other types of
milk but you might not think of that variety and so you reach the
shop and only then realise that you do not know which type of milk
the person wanted.
If you have a habit of asking, "Which type?" then you can see that
there are different types before reaching the shop. Even if in reality
there was only one type of milk in shops, it would still be worth
asking, "Which type ?" because until you ask it you do not recall that
there is only one type of milk.
Fine. But how does one develop a habit of asking, “Which type?’ ?

I claim that you need to dedicate a portion of your day to meditating
and playing with one of these bold font concepts: which type? or
challenging one. Otherwise, how would you improve?

Which one ?
You may be given directions which involve going up some stairs and
going through a door and so on. At the top of the stairs, you see a
door and go through it. You do not look around in a circle to see if
that was the only door. Perhaps the instructions referred to some
other door.
If you have a habit of asking, "Which one?" then you give yourself
the opportunity to see your options.
“Hang on! Isn’t this a lot like the many types of milk example?”
Er, yes. It is down to you whether you classify two things as being
different varieties or two units of exact same things. Are the doors
just ‘door units’ or two different varieties? An interesting question!
Note: There can be identical but different items.
e.g. Shampoo bottles off a production line.
There can be 2 different items of the same type. e.g. The shampoo
bottles of 2 different companies.
There can be 2 items which turn out to be the same unique one item:
the idea of them being separate items was an error. Eg. You see a
man drive a blue car and later see a woman drive a blue car; and not
realise that they share the car: it is one car and not two cars.
2 similar objects can be classified as not being of the same class. e.g.
One painting is a masterpiece - the other painting is a forgery. Or 2

disparate items might be classified as being the same. Eg. A statue
can be classed as a masterpiece alongside the painting masterpiece.
So answering the question ‘Which’ requires that you realise that
there is potentially more than one of an object of the same class but you must be careful how you define what ‘being in the same
class’ is.
I remember at school, a teacher using blue and red cars and vans as
an example: you could classify vehicles on a road as being vans or as
being blue. I suppose that we are applying the filter but what is on
the road ‘is what it is’; and maybe that is what the clever guy I
mentioned earlier was saying about the weakness of giving
something a label.

Simple Models
In the story where you go to the shops to buy some milk, there is the
assumption that there is only one type of milk. You allow yourself to
imagine that as being the truth and then believe the vivid picture.
You build a simple model in your head of what the real world is like.
You should ask yourself, "Are the details that simple ?" so that you
have the chance to imagine another picture and that picture might
bring your attention to the ‘full fat’ detail which was previously not
thought about.
Another example of a simple model is imagining yourself taking a
walk and deciding to do it. In reality, there will be drizzle later and
you will get very wet without a coat. However the image of walking
on its own does not alert you to the issue of weather. A habit of
asking, "Are the details just those? Is there a dead zone of missing
knowledge?" gives you a chance to see the issue of getting wet.

You are stood with someone you’ve known for years and he answers
his phone; and he starts talking in a foreign language and with a very
different accent. “Well how was I supposed to know he speaks two
languages?!” [three actually].
I suppose you can’t know he speaks a second language; and you
can’t hold up your realtime day pondering all the things your friend
might or might not be; but you can develop a general awareness of
simplistic model.
A simple model is not a bad thing though. You can have a fun day
out with your friend even if you have convinced yourself that he only
speaks your language. Everything works ok for the purposes of what
you are doing. All I am saying is that it limits where your clarity of
thought and problem solving can arrive at.
On the other hand, what if you pull back the bath curtain of your
bath and step into a bath toy and hurt your foot? The simple model
here is the simple idea that the bath is, as it usually is, empty.

Strength of Evidence
A vivid picture in your imagination is not the same as proof or of
strong evidence. You need the habit of asking yourself, "How strong
is the evidence for this vivid picture?"
The answer you give yourself needs evidence too. Let me give you an
example;
You think that a bus will arrive shortly at the bus stop which you are
at because it is a vivid imagined expectation. Your habit of asking,
"How strong is the evidence for this vivid picture ?" makes you stop
and think, "Is this just a vivid imagining / What is my evidence for
believing that the bus will come soon?"

You see a bus timetable and look down it and see that a bus is
scheduled to arrive in the next few minutes.
So all seems well but it is very efficient to question how strong a bus
timetable is as evidence of the bus coming soon: the evidence itself
needs evidence to support it.
How could a timetable not be strong evidence of the time of arrival
of a bus ? Well the timetable might apply to the months January to
April and you might be in May. In other words the timetable may be
out of date. That would make it poor evidence and not strong
evidence of the bus’s arrival time. So you see that anything which
you are about to believe needs evidence.
And, beyond that, what if the bus has broken down some miles
away. Even if it is has been punctual without fail for many years,
today might be the day that the timetable is not reliable.
One lecturer talked about something similar: the expectation that
the sun will rise at dawn tomorrow because that is all it has ever
done. Now that seems like a stupid challenge: of course the sun will
rise tomorrow!; and yet it is a good example because we seek to
overcome our tendency to bluster, “Of course such-and-such will
happen!”
The same clever guy I mentioned earlier.. he is/was a physicist. In
Physics, very odd things happen. They run experiments for things
which they ‘know’ can not possibly happen; and sometimes the thing
happens!
This is particularly important in Physics because reality is being
tested for bizarre oddities. Nowadays, physicists say that two
stopwatch observers can observe and record different times while
spectating the same event. An article I read said that gravity on a
mountain top is different strength to gravity at the foot of a
mountain; and time passes differently at the locations, as a result. I
don’t really understand it, to be honest. They say that two particles

miles apart can have a weird connection with each other. So if you
stimulate one of the particles then the other one changes status too.
We know the sun will rise tomorrow. We ‘know’ things because we
‘know’ reality; but these physicists are saying that we just thought
we knew reality.
Even the world we observe can mislead. The colour of a mountain in
the distance might be a different colour when we stand close up to
it. Having a distorted view of the mountain might still be valuable for
planning a route; it is only a simple model but still helpful.
And all that is without applying the philosophical question: is reality
real? Are you actually playing a virtual reality game called life?
Maybe the human brain is not brain-shaped at all but the game
presents it as such; maybe you are not a human! I won’t really dwell
on that line of reasoning – except to add that thinking had better be
a valid thing or else even me writing logically about how we think
might be flawed even if my logic is correct! Wibble!

Introducing Memory Stores
Some things are well worth memorising. For instance [Note: I wrote
this paragraph in the late 1980s or in the 1990s!], the wash cycles on
the washing machine I use are represented by numbers. It is worth
remembering which number represents a cycle for white clothes,
which number is for fast coloureds, etc.. If I memorise that
information in a confused way then my memory will work against
me. I might wash my coloureds on a whites wash.
What is really important is the ability to memorise well the things
which empower correct decisions; like, at school, learning the ‘times
tables’ really well and then getting the benefits years later.

What adds to the difficulty of memorising is the common problem
we have in realising that a fresh piece of information is very
forgettable. Eg. If I see a 4 digit number in front of me and look away,
I can easily say the number out loud: I have remembered it and have
trouble imagining me forgetting it. But the next day, the number is
forgotten. At some point in time, current information of which we
are vividly aware becomes forgotten.
Perhaps it is arrogance or laziness or a lack of realism that makes us
tend not to acknowledge how forgettable information is.
Or maybe we just bob along through life quite successfully with the
limited thinking habits we have. OK, so I might ruin my clothes in the
washing machine and laugh about it some time later; and, on the
whole, I do things right. So what’s the big issue? Again, this book is
about peeling back the limitations on our thinking abilities.
Dusting off a chess board, it is probably a good thing to run through a
list of good practices for the game about to start. Remember, before
letting go of the piece you are moving, to have one final look at your
queen piece’s level of safety. It is a simple little rule but the pay-off
from it is considerable. A list of good practices is an example of what
I call a cache or memory store. It is the considered learnings of how
best to interact with a system; and you take the time to memorise
the cache so that you up your performance.
A knowledge of the psychology of revision is surely helpful here: the
idea that we learn best by revising what we want to memorise; and,
even, once we know something well, it is still good to occasionally
test that the memory still stands.
On top of that, it is good to understand what is a valid check that you
remember something. If you read the material you wish to revise and
say, “Yep! That’s how I remember it!” then that is not strong
revision. It feels 100% like you have just successfully revised it but all
you’ve done is confirm that information is familiar to you; there is in

no way a guarantee that you could produce that knowledge from
memory.
To me, strong revision is writing on a blank canvas the items you
intend to revise; and to find that you have memory gaps; and only
then to revisit the information itself.
Just to add to what I said about caches or memory stores:
Sometimes the benefit of memorising an ordered list of points or
learning a formula (that the average person would not really bother
with) is a contentedness that one has a mind like a tidy house;
information has been assigned a place and is indexed for use if so
needed.

Clutter
I have read a few things over the years about Japanese factory
practices and special steps some production lines put in place to
increase efficiency.
And one thing I like from that is the widely known idea of ‘a place for
everything and everything in its place’: a tidy ordered system for
locating items.
You probably know someone who has an untidy home but they say
that they know where everything is though. So maybe physical
clutter is not the point I am making. It is more to do with:
- how many ideas we can hold in our heads at any one time; and
- how long our concentration works well for before declining
significantly
Time spent looking for a necessary item is a waste of concentration
power plus if your mind is partly occupied with seeking out the item

then that leaves you with slightly less focus for some other thinking
matter.
And although that will often be trivial, these things can add up; a bit
like two pretty evenly matched tennis players but, over several
hours, the small difference in ability shows itself so that their match
history shows 95% wins by one player over the other.
In fact, I will challenge the guy with the cluttered home; only in so
much as:
I have an important thing to do in my job and so I write it on my
paper notepad beside my computer. I then look at my smartphone
and place it down near me (on top of the notepad); and
consequently, I do not see my ‘do not forget’ reminder.
Physical clutter can have an impact on information delivery so that
someone might say that I am a bit stupid for not doing the most
important task. I could say, “Hey! I’m not stupid! It was an accident
with leaving my phone on the notepad! I had the reminder all laid
out on my notepad! I didn’t really forget!”; clutter introduces
weakness.

The concentration drain of fixing mistakes

I said just now that the effort of seeking an item is using up
concentration. Concentration is a real limitation for us humans. A
computer can just keep going and consistently carry out its tasks
correctly (well, sort of! That’s another story!); but you humans (ha!)
can believe you’re still fit for duty but actually your performance is
about to dip because of low concentration.

The net effect of good thinking habits is less mistakes. Mistakes are a
huge drain on concentration. Even if you rectify a mistake, you might
then go on to make fresh mistakes because of the impact on your
concentration.
And again, it can cause a defensive, “Don’t say I made loads of
mistakes today! On another day, given the same task, my
performance would be miles better. Today was a blip.”
Spotted mistakes are a huge enemy of sustained good thinking
because:
- they waste concentration
- they might actually be right and your mistake is to think you
made a mistake!
- Your fix for the mistake might itself be mistaken. Remember
that your concentration is often already low at the time a
mistake is spotted: low concentration probably helped to
introduce the mistake; and now, with lower concentration, you
are attempting to fix it. So there is a chance that your fix (for
the mistake) is wrong; and when you revisit the fix, your
concentration will dip even more!; and then you will return to
the main unfinished task with a much higher chance of more
mistakes occurring along the way. And you may ask yourself,
“Was it ever wrong in the first place? It’s so complicated! My
concentration is shot now! This is so hard to solve – not
because it is difficult but because I have no thinking power
left!”

Part 2
Overview
How can mistakes be spotted just before we are about to make
them? The answer surely is to develop a habit of frequently
challenging the truth of the statements and plans racing through our
minds.

A Mistake Diary
Good thinking habits need to become a natural part of the way you
think in everyday life. One way to focus the mind on thinking in these
ways is to keep a diary of the mistakes you make as well as a diary of
things you did inefficiently that you later realise you could have done
in a better way. By analysing these events you can figure out what
you should have been thinking rather than what you did think.
e.g. A person comes towards you and you expect the person to walk
past you but the person stops and enters a phone box [another
1990s paragraph! We hardly see phone boxes nowadays!]. Your
mistake was what?:
Believing an expectation without seeking evidence to support the
prediction of where the person would go;
making a simple model of the paths the person could walk. The
phone box was not considered to be an option. This limited your
ability to ask, "Which one?" about the possible places the person
might go to.
The diary provides material for you to practise the new habits with.

Done and Dusted
I work with spreadsheets a lot; and some tasks involve repeated data
entry over a few hours. It might be that some maths in a cell needs
editing; and there are 100s of cells which need finding and editing.
Sometimes, I stop at a cell on the spreadsheet and have a break. I
make a hot drink and come back. I can move to the next cell and
start editing that. This risks the ‘Done and Dusted’ mistake: I am
assuming that, when I went for my break, it was after I did all the
editing necessary on the cell that the cursor was on.
What if I was so tired of concentrating that I decided not to do the
current cell, then went for a break, and came back to the unfinished
cell? By me now moving on to the next cell, there is an unfinished
task but I am blind to it.
Daily activities break down into steps where you might miss a step
and not notice it; forgetting to take your door key with you is a good
example of that. You might actually be leaving your home and
thinking, “Do I have my key?” and having a weird certainty that you
have your key despite not actually checking your pocket for it. We
are good at convincing ourselves that all necessary checks have been
done. Intelligence leaps if you are able to develop a less “one two
miss a few” approach to the ‘beliefs’ that swim across your mind.

I’m Sure I’d Remember
I walked a path as exercise; and it is a path which I hardly ever walk
along. I saw it branch off and I wondered if I could detour from the
path and join up with it a little further along; but I couldn’t
remember if the detour does rejoin the path.
And one of my thoughts was, “You’d definitely remember if the
detour track eventually joins back with the main path; after all,

you’ve walked it once before and your memory is good enough to
remember a route back to the main path.”
And now I am imagining where the two routes might come together;
and then I am unsure if this is something purely imagined or half
based on a dim memory of a real rejoining track.
“I’m sure I’d remember” is a false argument; but so is, “I am
imagining the route so well that it probably really exists.”

Focused Attention
A person can not think about 2 things at once [Ask a psychologist!
People just think they can]. If you are not focused on a goal and why
you are doing it then your logical reasoning is more likely to fail. By
concentrating on the whole of a problem, there is less chance of you
tackling it inadequately. Concentration is something that can be
improved by doing tasks which require concentration (e.g. chess).
As an aside, I don’t like playing chess nowadays but, years ago, when
I had nothing to do, I had a chess computer game and it helped to kill
the time. It was very good for making me see that my mistakes had a
pattern to them; and that they could be reduced by good habits.
I wonder if people have a biological genetic advantage in their ability
to concentrate. Like you get naturally fast runners who I could never
beat despite training like mad. Actually, I don’t wonder it; I am pretty
sure of it. Add to that, you hear of how the things we eat and drink
can lower our concentration: lifestyle.
I also believe that some people have a short powerful memory a bit
like ‘photographic memory’ but of short duration. They can do
mental maths better because numbers don’t slip into the wrong
place; the carrier of 123 is not, some seconds later, remembered as
23. And so they don’t make so many mistakes; and then their
concentration is free to work on the task rather than having the ball

and chain of slowing down to deal with many mistakes or simply
arriving at the wrong answer.
Realising that one’s concentration is below average, one can think
about lifestyle diet; and think about forcing more breaks than an
average person would have. Having said that, psychologists
encourage anyone to take short breaks for the sake of concentration
to be ok over a day’s work.
But lacking that natural advantage of powerful memory is a tough
one to compensate for. I suppose we must recognise our limitations
and then have a strategy to limit their effect. We can’t be as good as
the naturals but we can be good or quite good – and certainly better
than we were.
I read about famous savants; and some of them became less capable
in adulthood. A wider theme here is that we probably need to review
our own score of how good our memories are and how good our
mental faculties are: age can surely change our natural capabilities.

Thinking Time
A problem can only come to a sound conclusion when enough time
has been spent on it. Coming up with a fast answer is not as a rule
better than coming up with a well considered answer over a longer
period of time.
There is a bad habit of ‘talking before thinking’ or seeing a
preliminary answer and stating it without having the good habit of
holding the thought and criticising it before stating it; the answer is
double-checked by considering if the problem as a whole has been
understood correctly and considered fully.
In chess, it is the habit of being reluctant to let go of the piece you
are moving: have I missed something? It feels ok to commit my move
but let’s have a final check.

With a business email, it is perhaps opening the email attachment
you are about to send in order to double check that it is the intended
file.
Again, we bob through life generally successfully without the extra
discipline in our thinking. So it is quite a detour to dedicate oneself to
better thinking habits.

How many thoughts we can hold in our heads

The cognitive psychologist George A. Miller is famous for writing
about the topic of how many concepts one can work with
simultaneously without tending to make errors.
For different people, the number varies; and it is not, in my opinion,
a very high number.
I came across Miller’s name when I was studying computer
programming. You can write a quite complicated paragraph of code
and call it by its name such as ‘do the 10 steps of maths’; although
there are 10 things going on, I have chunked it together into one
routine of code to call. In that way, my mind is freed up and thinking
about one thing even though 10 things are going on.
A driver might not need to think about the streets route he will take
when he is at the next town; for now, his task is to think about the
streets necessary to get to that next town. Overall, he will be
travelling a lot of roads but he is thinking about a small number of
them at any one time.
It is good to remove clutter where we can so that our attention is
focused on a small number of items. Accuracy is then a lot more
likely.

As an aside, computer programming can be very hard. There is
something called a compiler which tells you at which line your
program code that you typed is not consistent with the rules of the
computer language: it is telling you where the program would go
wrong if you ran the code. This debugging process often involves the
computer telling you a hint as to which line the error is at and what
the nature of the error is. It can be a real headache because the error
might actually be at the line above the line it has told you is wrong;
and the hint can be wildly misleading too. I suppose it develops a
discipline in me of taking matters into my own hands: “Never mind
what you’re telling me, I’m going to try to shine a different light on
the problem.”
Beyond that, there are mistakes which I make in my own logic; and
also there are lines of code which the computer thinks are perfect
(and so it does not report them as wrong) but they are mistyped
words by me.
In the same way that I recommend chess as a way to think about
thinking, I would recommend computer programming too.

What Is Thinking ?

Overview
This chapter looks at the background of what it is to think. It will
introduce some useful vocabulary for describing the world around us
or useful vocabulary for describing the concepts we are playing with
as we think.
Of course, this is just me writing. I’d be very dubious of anyone
telling me what thinking is. It can be all sorts of things!

When Do You Think ?




You might have a GOAL which you try to ACHIEVE by thinking
about given facts. e.g. What will you watch on television given
that there are many channels to choose from ?; or
You might just think because OBSERVATION happens naturally.
E.g. You see a door and must have done some thinking in order
to have recognised that what you are looking at is a door.

‘Thinking’ is a Tool
People want things. They think in order to get what they want:
thinking is a way to ACHIEVE their GOALS. A lot of thinking is not
done as a way to ACHIEVE GOALS. It just happens. It is good that
thinking just happens because it brings to our attention our desire to
ACHIEVE some GOAL or information which might be useful for
ACHIEVING a GOAL.

An Example of GOAL-SEEKING
Some facts;
Shoes are worn on the feet.
The butchers sells meat.
The shoe shop sells shoes.
The barbers does hair cuts.
The sun is hot.
The shops are shut on sundays.

GOAL : - I want to buy some shoes.
Note how the GOAL directs thoughts towards facts and ways of using
facts.
My thoughts :- I consider facts which relate to shoes. Some may be
irrelevant to the buying of shoes by me. I consider whether today is a
sunday because that information is relevant to deciding whether a
shoe shop can sell me shoes.

Facts, Rules, Classes, Uncertainty
Note: I can imagine people holding me up on minor points but this is
how I imagine very clever people abstract the world: their
‘vocabulary’ while they process information involves something like
this language.

Facts
A fact is capable of being true or false. e.g. "I own a car." I either do
or I do not. Facts have some of these qualities;
Structure: An object has shape and size and is made of some
material. E.g. A car of metal, an apple of organic material.
Direct function: The car has wheels which turn, an indicator switch
which switches, lights which turn on or off. The apple ‘grows’. These
are functions which are directly related to the structure.
Indirect function: The car can be seen as being an isolated thing: it is
a SYSTEM. The apple can be seen as being an isolated thing: it is a
SYSTEM. SYSTEMS can interact with a CONTEXT. e.g. The car touches
a road. The wheels turn on the road’s surface. The turning of the
wheels is a direct function but the act of ‘driving’ involves the road (

CONTEXT) and so ‘driving’ is an indirect function. A room in a house
is a SYSTEM and the overall house is its CONTEXT or, I suppose, a
bigger system. In that example, the SYSTEM is part of the CONTEXT.
Purpose: What is the car’s purpose ? Perhaps to transport the driver.
What is the apple’s purpose ? Perhaps its use as food. The apple
might be used as a ball for a game. So, purpose depends on the
GOAL of a person. If I want to play then the apple’s purpose is
different to its purpose when I want to eat.
In contrast, FUNCTION is ‘how the STRUCTURE CHANGES STATE’.
Sometimes, function ACHIEVES PURPOSE. e.g. The ‘being eaten’
function of an apple helps me fulfill my desire to eat. Or, the ‘wheels
turning’ function of a car allows me to drive. I will use the word GOAL
when talking about an aim or desire with many objectives to it. e.g.
‘Travelling to work’ is an aim or GOAL and it has many objectives to
be met.
I travel to work by using a pavement with its PURPOSE as a
medium for travel, I use a train with its PURPOSE as a medium
for travel. So, a GOAL is a desired result while a PURPOSE is why a
SYSTEM like a train is useful for achieving the result.
Location: Structures have location. There can be a CONTEXT like a
garden where there is a flower (structure) and grass (other structure)
in that location.
Label: A name is given to things. You can call a bed a ‘lit’ in French
but it is a bed regardless of the name you apply to it. Labels are
useful for the communication of information or for noting
information.
Language problems occur when labels are misread or misheard,
misinterpreted, or mean many things; or a meaningless utterance
might be interpreted as being meaningful.

Concepts: Emotions and moods are ‘feelings’. Being thoughts, they
might be thought of as being aspects of the brain’s structure and
function but they do not have their own structure. A concept like
‘music’ also lacks a structure and yet all of these concepts can exist in
the mind. In addition to this, structures, functions, etc. can be
thought about and so they are capable of being concepts too.
I will sometimes use the word concept to mean those intangible
things but I will also use it to mean, well, .. concepts: the stuff I am
thinking about – which are, as thoughts, intangible too.
Relationship: One SYSTEM can be related to another SYSTEM. e.g.
"The man eats a sandwich", relates the man to the sandwich to
eating. Relationships can be indirect. e.g. A man in India can be
related to a man in England by the fact that they each take trains
regularly. This is a loose tie between them : an indirect relationship.
Symbolism A SYSTEM can symbolise a meaning. e.g. A road sign of
meaning: a sign about men doing work is not the same thing as
literally men doing work but there is a meaning to the sign which
alerts us to be on the lookout for road works.
A symbol is capable of being misinterpreted. e.g. ‘X’ on a page might
mean a letter sound or a mathematical multiplication.
A symbol might not have been intended to be a symbol by anyone.
e.g. Three fallen twigs might land in an arrow shape and might be
believed by a passer-by to be an arrow placed there to guide lost
people.
Note that labels are a type of symbol.

Rules
"Sarah is always late" can be expressed as "IF Sarah is here now
THEN Sarah is late": ‘Sarah is here now’ (a fact) goes hand-in hand

with ‘Sarah is late’ (another fact). A sentence expressible as "IF
[fact1] THEN [fact2]" is a rule.
A rule like the above one allows you to know a fact as a result of
being given another fact. e.g. the ‘Sarah is here’ fact must occur with
the ‘Sarah is late’ fact.
Mistakes involve belief that an assertion is fact but really it is not.
I have told you that Sarah is always late but maybe I have ‘an axe to
grind’ and am trying to give her a bad reputation; she might really be
quite a punctual person. Once you believe me, the possibility of
mistakes opens up. Your fact chain of ‘A goes hand-in-hand with B’ is
perfect and logical but the quality of a fact is bad.

Classes
A car, a bicycle, and a boat are all vehicles. The idea of a ‘vehicle’ is a
CLASS of which the car, bicycle, and boat are specific EXAMPLES. The
CLASS is a fragile idea of what is ESSENTIAL in an object for it to be an
EXAMPLE of a vehicle.
A bed is not a vehicle because it lacks the essentials of a vehicle (by
my personal definition of what a bed is and of what a vehicle class
is). Similarly, a cottage, block of flats, and shop are all EXAMPLES of
the ‘buildings’ CLASS.
Sometimes, there are different definitions of what are the
ESSENTIALS of a CLASS. I might claim that a car must have four
wheels for it to be a car. You might claim that a three-wheeled type
of vehicle can still be a car. Someone else might say that a toy car is a
car. So, there may be an unclear or FUZZY idea of what a car is: and
people talk of semantics. This FUZZY definition of a CLASS allows me
to say that a radio is nothing like a car but that a van is much like a

car, and that some things might be cars while a Rolls Royce I see
definitely is a car.
Note that EXAMPLES can themselves be CLASSES. e.g. There are
many types of Rolls Royce. So, ‘cars’ is a CLASS with Rolls Royce as an
EXAMPLE while Rolls Royce is a CLASS with many EXAMPLES.
Note also that seemingly unrelated items can be members of the
same CLASS. e.g. An iron, a chair, and a balloon are all ‘things in my
home’ and so they belong in a class despite not being very similar at
all.
Something I’ve been pondering is: if a lot of people start using a
word in a particular way then it somehow becomes a true definition
of the word; or at least has enough plausibility to be taken seriously
as a meaning. For instance, a lot of people say in early May that the
weather is Summer weather; but purists might say that Summer
begins later in the year: we are still in Spring. The weather is similar
to June weather because it is nice and sunny – in a way it is Summer
weather – enough for me not to argue with people for calling it
Summer weather!
[I guess a good thinker would have a cached memory that Summer in
one hemisphere is Winter in the other; and ideas for deductions
would float across his/her mind]
I think that it is hard to follow a conversation if mental time is spent
checking definitions and probabilities of what people are stating.
Someone states that something is ‘good’ or ‘bad’ and you either
accept the statement at face value and listen to the next thing the
person says or you partition the conversation into the part you are
evaluating and the new part arriving – how can that work cleanly?!
What if someone uses two contrary definitions of a word while the
conversation progresses? It all gets very messy!

Uncertainty
We tend to think with a GOAL in mind. We observe the world or
recall memories and think about ideas. Sometimes, we come across
UNCERTAINTY like ;
- I am not sure if my observational abilities are accurate. e.g.
Poor eyesight or watching a fast-moving object.
- I am not sure what CLASS the item I am observing belongs to.
e.g. Is the person in the distance a child or an adult ?
- I am unsure if a rule is true. e.g. "If I jog often then I will be
healthier." Maybe this is only true for some people or not true
at all.
- Someone talks about a CLASS - by pronouncing its LABEL. I am
not sure that my definition of the LABEL has the same
ESSENTIAL ingredients as the talker thinks it has. e.g. One
person thinks the phrase ‘good musician’ means someone who
sounds good on an instrument but I think the word is probably
being used to mean technical accomplishment on an
instrument even if the music played sounds bad to me.
Mistakes occur when we do not spot that something is uncertain and
believe in it. e.g. I might believe that a good card player is just lucky ;
but without valid evidence I should not believe the idea. Or, I might
see a child-like person in the distance and decide that the person can
not be an adult - without proof!
UNCERTAINTY is difficult to think about because it can so easily slip
the memory that an idea is not PROVEN with VALID EVIDENCE. I can
imagine the person in the distance to be a child, a white child, a
white boy, but I have to distinguish a PLAUSIBLE concept from what
is CERTAIN and remember that the imagined concept is not PROVEN.
Weak concentration and the low limit on how many concepts we can
juggle in our minds at any one time exacerbate the problem of
evaluating what is certain; and remembering the uncertainty score
that we have given something. If I forget that I am dubious of a ‘fact’

then I might just remember the fact and use it in my logic. So that
Miller’s number idea of how much we can safely juggle in our minds
is a huge problem for you humans.

Using this vocabulary
You have now come across the following terms;
CHANGE
CLASS
CONCEPT
CONTEXT
ESSENTIALS
EVIDENCE ( VALID or not )
EXAMPLE
FACT
FUNCTION
FUZZINESS
GOAL
LABEL
LOCATION
MEANING
OBSERVATION

PLAUSIBILITY
PROOF
PURPOSE
RELATIONSHIP
RULE
STRUCTURE
SYMBOL
SYSTEM
UNCERTAINTY

This vocabulary can be used to describe difficulties which people
encounter when thinking. Very important points in this chapter are ;
1). It is easy to mistake a PLAUSIBLE CONCEPT for a PROVEN FACT.
When something is PLAUSIBLE, it is easy to believe it.
Good thinkers have the habit of challenging the VALIDITY of their
thoughts - even when facts seem obviously true.
2). There are GOALS which people aim to ACHIEVE by pursuing subGOALS or objectives.
Some GOALS are more important than others. You might succeed at
one GOAL by spending time that should have been spent on some
other goal. Also, a sub-GOAL might cease to be important because of
a change in circumstances (like trying to score in football after the
final whistle). I call that TRUMPing: situation A has been TRUMPed by
situation B. Good thinkers have the habit of regularly challenging the

worth of pursuing a GOAL or sub-GOAL and thus avoid wasting or
misusing time.

Mistakes Again
Introduction
Remember from earlier on that a mistake is the result of putting
misplaced trust in a thought’s validity. e.g. If today is February the
24th then a week from now it will be February 31st.
Later in this book I look at mistakes people make when listening to
people, and mistakes people make when doing basic mathematics.
However, there are general errors which tend to creep into our
thinking. I want to look at those first.

Exhaustiveness and Variety

Exhaustiveness
If I have two dice, and I roll them, what are the possible outcomes ?
You can start to answer the question by imagining outcomes and
writing them down. e.g. 6 and 1, 4 and 3, 2 and 5. Or, you can write 1
and 1, 1 and 2, 1 and 3, 1 and 4, 1 and 5, 1 and 6, 2 and 1, 2 and 2,
and so on.
The second method is desirable because it makes it easy to list every
combination of dice rolls whereas the first method can take longer

and lead to uncertainty as to when (if at all) all dice rolls have been
written out once.
It’s the sequencing – starting at 1 and then progressing to 2 that
matters.
What is good about the second method is that it is exhaustive: it
exhausts all possibilities; and it does it in a methodical way.
One problem you humans have with thinking is that an idea of ‘how
things are’ enters the head and it stays there unchallenged. e.g. a
belief that your door key is in your pocket when you leave your home
(but you do not have your key on you).
A good thinker has an awareness of the illusion of correctness that is
often present in ideas of ‘how things are’. A good thinker challenges
his trust in his thoughts’ validity. This is a habit that anyone can
develop.
You could set aside time in your day to look around your
surroundings, make statements about what you see in front of you
and then play with the idea that you might be mistaken. Or
deliberately make untrue statements about what you see in front of
you; and imagine how you would pick apart the untrue nature of the
statement if someone were to state it to you.
How could the thing you are certain of be wrong? Like a kitchen
cleaning product might be pronounced wrongly by you because it is
from another country where the alphabet is pronounced differently;
and does that really make your pronunciation wrong?...
Note: A major threat to our ability to think exhaustively is a habit of
ours to assume that a question only has one answer.
e.g.-1 What even number below 5 divides into 12 exactly? 2 is a
correct answer but it is not the only answer: 4 is correct as well.

e.g.-2 I ask someone,’Where do you live ?’ and expect one address as
the answer but the person lives at three addresses. This manyness or
plurality is hard to anticipate.
What is required is an exhaustive approach which looks for a 2nd
answer and then for a third until all possibilities have been explored.

Variety
There are classes of objects. A bear might be said to belong in the
animal class, for instance. If I start talking about animals and you
imagine a bear because it is an animal then I ask you what
characteristics animals have, you can use the example of a bear to
give me valid characteristics. However, a bear is not entirely like a
tiger or a bat and so many characteristics of animals will not be given
if you stick to just imagining a bear while listing characteristics of
animals.
Furthermore, after a time of answering my question by imagining a
bear, you might forget the original question and just assume that the
question is ‘What are the characteristics of bears?’
What is required is an awareness of WHY you are imagining a bear:
the GOAL you are trying to ACHIEVE. If you have that habit then you
can move on to discuss characteristics of other animals.
Let us call ideas which get stuck in the head without valid
justification (like the bear) a STATIC idea.

Where Do Static Ideas Come From?
Continuing with the bear example: The following are some reasons
for a bear image to appear in the head rather than any other animal,

and why I imagine a particular bear instead of a wide range of types
of bear in different situations..

Simplicity
We often picture simple ideas. e.g. Someone says,"I drove to work
this morning", and I imagine the person driving in his car alone even
though he might have been driving his children to school on his way
to work. The children are an additional detail. My mind just chose a
simple image without children. And why a car? Why not a van?
It is alright to imagine the person driving without passengers
provided that you are aware that the person might have had
passengers.
Another error I might make is that I imagine the person in the car he
is known to drive but today he took his wife’s car to work instead of
his own (it is being serviced). Again, it is alright to imagine the person
in his usual car provided that there is a question mark against that
detail.
I think that some people are naturally good at abstracting what they
are thinking about – they have a head start on not being constrained
by static images.
Question marks allow us not to believe ideas too much even though
the image of the man driving to work in his car is vivid within my
imagination.

Familiarity
If I am asked to think of a comedian, I am perhaps more likely to say
the name of someone who I watch on television often or one I have

thought about often rather than a comedian who I have only seen a
few times. The familiarity of the comedian makes him spring to mind.
There is simplicity in imagining familiar things. e.g. When I imagined
my friend driving, I imagined him in his own car partly because that is
a familiar image. Question marks allow us not to believe too much
ideas which spring to mind.

Not recognising a contradiction
Your powers of observation can bring to your attention clues that
your ideas are wrong. e.g. You plan to go to a party on Sunday and
you think today is Sunday. Your calendar highlights today as being
Saturday. Good observation might make you observe the calendar
and possibly ‘set the alarm bells ringing’ in your head so that you
question your assumption that today is Sunday.
It is not enough to casually observe Saturday on the calendar. Some
kind of significance awareness needs to fire in your mind to stop you
from still thinking today is Sunday.
If you have a habit typically questioning fact assertions, your mind
would be thinking, “My calendar states Saturday… but is it really
Saturday?”; and then hopefully, another area of your mind answers,
“No, because I know today is Sunday” and then hopefully your mind
challenges: “How do you KNOW that today is Sunday?” and then
suddenly you awaken to the fact that it is Saturday today.
In short, the habit of questioning, all the time, leads to more
powerful thinking.

Part 3
Mistakes in Mathematics

Introduction
There are recurring mistakes and problems that happen in everyday
mathematics or academic mathematics - like figuring out what the
date was 3 days ago if today is10th June where you could count
backwards : 10th, 9th, 8th and conclude that the date 3 days ago was
the 8th June OR you could say “10 – 3 is 7. So the date 3 days ago
was the 7th June”. Once you know a correct method for solving a
particular problem then the mistake may not ever be made again (or
rarely at least!). This chapter looks at common mistakes involving
mathematics.
Note: Maybe “three days ago” is capable of two interpretations –
and the intelligent person caches in his/her memory the ‘trick
question’ aspect of counting back a number of days.
Note: It is useful in some paragraphs, below, to be familiar with
equations like
x + 2 = 5.
It just means ‘When 2 is added to a number, the sum is 5’. The
number you start off with must be 3 for this to be true. So, x is 3.

Counting Between Numbers
Today is Friday December 31st. So, what was the date on Monday?
You might think that Monday comes 4 days before Friday and,
because of that you calculate 31-4=27. So the date was the 27th

December. That is correct. Compare this with counting back 4 days
and starting with the 31st:
31st, 30th, 29th, 28th - the 28th is the wrong answer.
When you count between numbers, do not start with a number like
31st when you count backwards - start with one less: the 30th:
30th, 29th, 28th, 27th - the right answer.
Is June to December 6 months? - or is it 7?
Again, it is this consideration of whether the borders of the numbers
to use include or exclude the points mentioned in the question.

Scheduled Numbers
If an activity is taking place from December 3rd to December 7th, it is
not (7-3=4) 4 days long but one more day than that: 3rd, 4th, 5th,
6th, 7th. So, you should add a 1 in any situation like this.
Note: The above assumes that 3rd-7th means ‘the 7th is inclusive’.

Inclusive or Exclusive
If it is 4am on Monday and I say that I will see you in 2 days time, I
might mean count today as the first day and count tomorrow as the
second day on which we meet. Or, I might mean that Tuesday is the
first day and Wednesday is the day on which we will meet.

Symmetrical Obvious Fractions

If I have 2 halves of an apple, there is a tendency to assume that I
mean 2 parts after cutting down the middle along the line of the
stalk. However, I could have mashed the apple before separating it
into 2 halves, or cut it into 4 quarters by cutting it downwards and
then cutting it across and arrange 2 halves out of those pieces.
Fractions need not be symmetrically obtained and they need not be
the simplistic idea of what the fractions should be.

Averages
Two men are in a room. One is five feet tall, the other is six feet tall.
Their average height is five and a half feet. If you were not told their
heights but were told that the average height of some men is five
and a half feet then you should keep an open mind as to whether or
not any of the men is truly five and a half feet tall.
So, averages can mislead.

Numbers Have Many Representations
8 is :
8 + 0 or
5 + 3 or
eight eights divided by eight.
There are many representations.
Once, I saw a maths question where x/x was used to express 1
because typically a number divided by itself equals 1.
8 times ‘x divided by x’ is typically 8 as well!

Choice Stores

Overview
A big problem in our thinking is the way we assume that there is only
a limited choice for us to believe in. e.g. ‘John drove in his car today.
He only has a Honda Accord and so he must have driven the Honda
Accord today.’ - this logic relies on the person having only one car.
Perhaps you have in your memory the knowledge that John has
three cars but the bad habit of accepting the first idea to leap into
your mind ( i.e. only the Honda Accord rather than the other two
cars) can stop you from using your knowledge.
I recommend that you develop the habit of replacing the idea of
‘Only’ with the idea of ‘At least’. e.g. "John’s Honda Accord" is not
seen as being "John’s only car" but as "At least one of John’s cars". If
John really has only one car and you know that then you have lost
nothing by considering if he has more than one car. If John has more
than one car then you have gained a true perspective by thinking,
"At least".
A way to think really well is to have deliberate stores of information
which you deliberately build up and deliberately look at regularly
when thinking. e.g. A list of the cars that John has is a useful store of
information when considering which car he drove. This chapter
describes useful types of information store.

Clutching at straws
Maybe we are just grateful when an idea pops into our heads as to
what is going on. Maybe we trust that a ‘static explanation of what is
going on’ is correct because we lack the brain power to put that
suggestion on hold and dig around for alternatives.
And you can make progress with a wrong interpretation of what is
going on. Pretty soon, observed facts will contradict your
explanation. “Oh! He turned into his driveway. So he is not jogging
along the whole street!”; but the concept of a man jogging the whole
street has caused you to be cautious not to knock into him, perhaps.
The wrong view of what is going on has still served a purpose.
What is really undesirable is where your wrong interpretation of
what is going on goes unchallenged. Eg. Computer code that should
be adding a given number to itself but you mistyped and the number
gets multiplied by itself. You run a test on your code and give it a 2. It
multiplies 2 by itself to give you 4. Unfortunately, if you add 2 + 2 you
will also get 4. So you think that your test demonstrates that your
code is correct.
When an assumption goes un-contradicted, you might commit to
more risky behaviour because the assumption seems to hold true.
Having some memorised possible interpretations of a scenario can
be helpful: ‘stores’. So your mind has more than a vague “Oh,
remember to question if an assumption is true!” heuristic. Your mind
benefits from a memory of common interpretations of what you are
seeing.
I suppose a downside of having that list is an over-reliance on it: a
scenario might really be novel.
With the jogger, you know that he is either going to continue jogging
in a straight line or do something else; but if you memorised a ‘store’
of useful information about the jogger then you also have the option

to consider that he could turn into the next driveway since you saw
him do it before. But if you assume he will do exactly that then you
are limiting your thought avenues.

Switching off the Filter
Sometimes, the facts which we perceive or the system which we first
encounter is only a partial picture. A modern example of that is the
computer spreadsheet with a filter on it. I search for a number that
should be in the spreadsheet but fail to find it – until the filter is
turned off; but what if I am not asking myself, “Is a filter on?”; then I
might declare to people that a number is categorically not on the
spreadsheet.
A presenter of a lesson might make a bad choice of graphic to display
such that only part of the big picture is shown on a slide of
information. Someone assuming that the slide is sufficient or who
assumes that the slide is emphasising significant facts (when it is not)
can become lost; whereas someone else is thinking, “Is this enough
of a picture for me to see the essentials of the system?”
So, it is a habit which needs developing: a habit of questioning if the
minimal necessary information for comprehension of a system is
available to you.
Another example is a 2 section phonebook with business phone
numbers in one section and residential numbers in the other section.
You might flip open the directory and seek a residential number but
you are browsing the business numbers section.
An awareness of syllabus or framework and a habit of doubting the
information immediately on display is helpful here.

Goals Store
Early in this book, it was shown how people set themselves goals to
achieve. We prioritise goals and prefer to achieve the goal of eating
over the goal of watching television when we have not eaten for a
long time.
By focusing intently on a particular goal, you might ignore that your
focused-upon goal is not the only goal that you want to achieve. In
the food example, a person’s body makes him aware that he is
hungry and so the television will not captivate all of his attention.
Compare that with a warehouse worker with 2 tasks: shift boxes to
the far wall and remove boxes from the cupboard by the far wall.
One task can get in the way of the other: if the cupboard is blocked
by the moved boxes then the boxes will need to be moved away so
that the cupboard can be emptied and then moved back. So it makes
sense to consider all of one’s goals and to arrange their order of
execution based on efficiency.
This is why a goals store is a good topic to consider regularly in your
thoughts.
People say that cats, no matter where they go, think about their exit
strategy were they to be attacked. While I know at least one cat that
isn’t too bothered, the concept is interesting: there is the task at
hand but it is of little consequence if the cat finds itself cornered. It is
thinking about a ‘bigger picture’.

Memorised List Store

In the example of a person with three cars, a person thinks that there
is only one car rather than at least one car. What would help a
person in this situation is a deliberate effort to memorise lists like
the list of cars.
Similarly, if dogs have different breeds then it is good to have a
mental list of this diversity of breeds. In that way, when the word
‘dog’ is mentioned, the idea of breed variety rather than a static
image is likely to spring to mind.

Auto-Pilot Store

There is a tendency for people to go into an auto-pilot mode when
they are doing something repetitive. For example, a driver could be
so used to the idea of following the road he is on that he misses his
exit road; or a person so used to meeting his friend at a dining room
at lunchtime does not stop to recall that his friend told him recently
that he would not be turning up today.
As a bit of a daydreamer, I have had to behave against my natural
inclination in order to improve at avoiding auto-pilot errors. Eg.
Missing my train stop because I am thinking so hard about an idea.
And isn’t that kind of focused thinking something to be applauded?
Not if it gets my dinner burned in the other room!
At work, I know that I am ‘on the clock’ and so I just can’t go into
daydream mode. Maybe my work environment is part of that mental
calibration to frequently step back from what I am doing ‘in the now’
and to think about a whole framework of tasks which need doing.

Big Picture Principles Store

The big picture is like the contents page of a book. It is the
framework of headings and sub-headings under which the passages
of a book are written. The big picture is also like a map of a town in
that a room might be inside a house which is on a street which is in a
town. The room is framed by containers in a similar way to how
written passages are contained by sub-headings which are contained
by headings and all of those headings are contained by a book with a
title. The big picture is also like the list of dog breeds which come
under the heading ‘Dog’. The big picture is the container which
contains somewhere within it the system which you are examining.
e.g. ‘Dog’ contains ‘Highland terrier breed’.
And maybe a chapter in a textbook only means something when you
consider where the chapter sits within the overall chapter and
section framework of the book. In Biology, you might have studied all
about photosynthesis and be able to answer questions about it but
you might not index it in your mind as part of a broader topic of
‘energy sources of living things’.
And when you walk past a green tree on the way home, you might
not ‘join the dots’ that the academic subject meets up with the real
world right in front of you.
The big picture is a reminder to you not to limit your area of
thinking. If you wait at a train platform for a train and think that it is
the only platform on which your train can arrive then you will not
notice your train arriving on the platform opposite you. By regularly
thinking about the big picture, you can notice that there is a variety
of platforms contained by the railway station. You are more likely to
consider the other platforms from that time onwards.
You want a discipline of stepping back from the immediate thought
and considering the syllabus or big picture framework which it sits in.

Otherwise, you might complete a task perfectly but fail at the bigger
task.
Also, problem solving often involves ‘joining the dots’ between
systems so that they are applied in a useful way. So, in maths, a
chapter to do with trigonometry and a chapter to do with quadratic
equations might both need to be harnessed to answer a maths
question involving both concepts.
On a more mundane level, maybe the shoe shop is closed but you
need new shoes. You do not know any other shoe shop but, at an
abstract level, you know that a telephone directory is a way to
discover any type of shop. So the fresh problem is resolved by
‘joining the dots’ of the information which you have to play with.
Caches of information come together. So it is a good thing that your
mind throws at you the idea of a telephone directory when you ask
it, “How can I find a shoe shop?”. Somehow, you have previously
indexed the answer to the more abstract question, “How can I find a
shop?” but your mind still throws it into your thought space when
you are thinking specifically about shoes.
So does that mean that the practice of indexing solutions is very
important? Yes. When a tough maths question appears, during
homework, you revisit all topics of your textbook if the solution
approach has stumped you. But, in an exam without textbooks, you
need a cache of your syllabus in your memory.
And on top of that principle, probably a habit of deliberately revising
the existence of solutions which could greatly benefit you one day.
Eg. A particular search engine that is specialising in a particular type
of search is going to be preferable perhaps to a one-size-fits-all
search engine; but if you forgot that you once encountered such a
search engine then its existence won’t be able to help you solve a
search problem.
A passion for indexing solutions!

And a thinking habit for developing a big picture awareness is simply
a habit of asking yourself: “Where does this information fit within a
bigger picture?”

‘Useful Methods’ Store
Note: This overlaps with some of what I said in the Big Picture Store
section above.
There is information worth remembering because it is useful for
problem solving. For instance, it is good to know how to convert
miles into kilometres. Unlike the memorised list store, the useful
methods store is specifically concerned with listing ways of doing
things (methods).
In mathematics, there are problem solving methods which can be
applied time and time again to different problems. It is good to have
memorised such frequently used methods so that you can draw
them from memory at a time when they may prove helpful to you.
On a more down-to-earth level, it is good to know the phone number
of a doctor in case you need to ring one in a hurry. It is good to know
a bus timetable or which months end on the 30th. If you do not take
the time to learn manipulatable information or methods then you
limit the number of conclusions you can come to.

‘Label Interpretations’ Store
Communication involves symbols (writing, speech, etc.) which a
person sends out and receives. The interpretation of those symbols
or labels can take time when a word or phrase is new to you. e.g.
‘Promissory estoppel’. It is to your advantage to make a note of new

language and to regularly revise it. In this way, when you next
encounter the language, you can quickly interpret its meaning.
Note: A weakness of using labels is that it can be easy to hear a term
without interpreting what it means. This is a block on how much
information is available to us. There needs to be a habit of seeking
the meaning behind a label in order to be able to work with the
wider system of information.

‘Best Evidence’ Store
There is a difference between knowing something to be true and
being virtually certain that something is true. We seek the evidence
and best evidence that exists for the truth of a statement (e.g. The
sky is blue and so I doubt it will rain in the next four hours).
Sometimes we rely on the best evidence to decide our opinion. e.g.
"I am so sure that the person in the distance is my office colleague
that I will wave."
It is important to bear in mind that the person in the distance is not
known to be the person’s colleague. However, the person chooses to
act upon the virtual certainty that the person in the distance is the
office colleague. It is vital not to forget that the status of the person’s
belief is ‘based on best evidence’ rather than ‘based on known fact’.
A good thinker needs the habit of questioning his belief in a
statement or idea. He needs to know if a belief is based on fact,
virtual certainty, or lesser proof - even after he has decided to act as
if the proposed idea is true.
Balanced against that are the challenges of ‘real time’ reactions to
the world around us. Maybe my reactions are more knee-jerk when I
am out and about walking than when my work environment
encourages me to be reserved in my decision making. But I am sure

that many people are naturally going to take their time over reacting
whether they be in the work place or in a recreational environment.
Through the exercise of challenging what we see, we can improve
our sense of what is ‘first pass’ information and what is confirmed
information.

‘Updated Information’ Store
We modify our beliefs when fresh information arrives. We also
modify our view of the world when we see things changing. It can be
difficult to remember that things have changed. This was seen in the
auto-pilot example where a person is so used to going to a dining
room that he does not recall that his schedule has been updated and
that the friend will not be turning up today.
So, it is a good habit to ask if our picture of the world has been
updated: "Is there a fresher version of the facts for me to look at?".
This overlaps with the idea of asking for the best evidence as to the
truth of a belief - as well as overlapping with the idea of the autopilot.

‘Observation’ Store
This simply involves remembering to observe. Some people observe
the world out of habit. Other people do not observe the world in an
active way. If a car is speeding towards a person then his reflex
action is to get out of the way - he responds to the observation.
Compare that with a situation where reflexes are not involved. e.g.
Noticing that a plug is not in the wall socket but still wondering why
the television is not working. Also, compare that with someone who
is aware that the television is not working but has not taken the time
to observe the wall socket.

So, observation is a great tool to have at your disposal; and it is even
better when you ask, "Does what I am observing have any effect
upon how efficiently I can achieve my goal?". There is a sea of
information available to us; much of it is not helpful; some of it is.
We need to see the sign which warns us that a shop is closing early
today. We need to pick up on the sigs which guide our thinking.
enefit of good observation is that you can notice things and learn
about them despite not having directly encountered those things.
e.g. You might learn the address of a company by reading its
stationery despite reading that stationery to get at other information
written on it.
Observation is something that can be improved by deliberately
taking time to observe things.

‘Recency’ Store
Recent events are often relevant in the present moment. For
instance, a person says that his car is being serviced. A minute later,
you ask the person for a lift to your home. By not focussing on recent
information, your world view is limited. This is a specific case of the
updated information store. You can progress from limited
knowledge to an informed view if you pay attention to the update
which is the fact that the person’s car is not available.

‘It’ Store
Communication tends to involve ‘reading between the lines’. If I start
talking about someone called Jane then I might later refer to ‘she’
and it is implied that I mean Jane. The use of the word ‘it’ is like this
too. The labels store was concerned with the need to see beyond a
label and look at its meaning. The ‘it’ problem is a specific case of the

labels store problem: there is a need to see beyond words like ‘he’,
‘she’and ‘it’. Somewhere in your mind, you need to be keeping a
note of what specifically ‘it’ is representing; and whom ‘he’ or ‘she’ is
representing.
As an aside, often, regulations can be stated without giving you the
specifics of the actors. Eg. “No ball games” probably means that
nobody can play ball games but is there ever an exception? Surely
the person who owns the estate can do what he likes with a football!
“No parking”.. but then someone parks and has a valid reason why.

‘Mistakes and Efficiency’ Store
Some activities have mistakes associated with them. For instance, in
algebra or computer code writing, there may be T1 and T2 (labels for
two specific numbers) which might be confused with one another if
you are trying to work quickly. In coding, this sometimes happens
when I copy and paste code for re-use elsewhere but now T1 needs
to be T2 in its spelling or else the logic will not work in its new
context in the computer program.
In the real world, you might make tea using time inefficiently by
putting teabags in a pot before you put the kettle on. If done the
other way round, you can make a cup of tea in less time by starting
the kettle and putting the teabags in while water is boiling. That is
not necessarily a mistake but it is an inefficiency.
If we memorise our mistakes and inefficiencies then hopefully we
can repeat them less often in future.
Since frequently performed activities have their own mistakes (or
inefficiencies) attached to them which you might regularly fall into
the trap of making, it makes sense to memorise the mistakes which

you make in each situation and to memorise the inefficient things
you do in each situation.
So, a person sitting down to a game of chess might spend time
recalling the typical mistakes he makes and thus reminds himself
what not to do. A driver who regularly gets into the wrong driving
lane can be prepared for the mistake which he does out of habit and thus avoid making the mistake.

Part 4
Communicating

Fuzzy Meaning of Words
If a person tries to catch a bus then he can be said to be ‘Catching a
bus’. If he fails to catch a bus then his earlier actions might still be
called ‘catching a bus’. So an attempt to do something is sometimes
considered to be ‘doing the action’ - in a fuzzy way.
If a person shouts and surprises someone and that person drops a
plate then it can be said that the person who shouted broke the
plate - even though it happened indirectly. So indirectness is also
fuzzy.
If a person collects anything at all then in a sense he is a stamp
collector since stamps fall within the scope of things which the
person is willing to collect. Again there is fuzziness of meaning - as a
result of the general and specific nature of collecting.

Many Meanings in a Word
A word can have many meanings; so can an image, a sound, a sign, or
a symbol. If a person says that a football team had a ‘high score’ then
his idea of ‘high score’ might be very different to another person’s
idea of a high score. Also, ‘football’ might mean American football or
English soccer.
So, we need to have doubt in our minds as to whether our first
interpretation of a word is correct. If we have never heard of
‘American football’ then it is hard to imagine how we can take care
when talking about football: we are not aware that it has two
interpretations; that is a problem.
Another example of many meanings is ‘Eiffel Tower’ where one
person means his souvenir miniature replica of the Eiffel Tower and
the person he is talking to thinks that he is talking about the actual
Eiffel Tower.
A good habit then would be to entertain the idea that any word has a
‘dead zone’: a meaning that you have not heard of yet.

Many Words for One Meaning
A soccer score of two is considered by one person to be a high score
but another person thinks two goals is a low score. They both know
that a team scored two goals. When the first person says that the
score was high, the second person thinks that he is mistaken because the score was two goals.
So a meaning can be described by different labels and those labels
mean different things to different people.

Another example is a game of soccer where one person says, "Those
people are playing football", and another person says, "No, that’s not
[American] football - that’s soccer."

Why is a Question Being Asked?
"How old are you?" is a question asked by a barman to a customer. It
is asked because the barman wants to know if the customer is old
enough to be on the premises according to club rules: is he 16 or
over? The answer could be:
1). "Old enough to be in your club.";
2). "Over 16."; or
3). "24."
Or something else
Each answer is similar in that it expresses how old the person is.
Answer 1). addresses the issue of whether the person is old enough
to be there. Answer 2). indirectly addresses the issue of being old
enough to be there. Answer 3). is more indirectly addressing the
issue: the barman has to think,"Is 24 over or equal to 16? If so then
the customer is old enough to be here."
Maybe the person asking the question is seeking one of those
answers in particular. The context in which the question occurs can
be a clue as to which answer is wanted. To be safe, an answer can
use all three pieces of information: "I am 24 which is over 16 and so I
am old enough to be in this club."
Very often, one of a possible range of answers will jump into your
mind. It is good to pause before giving that answer and to consider
how directly the answer is addressing the question.

Another example is, "What was the Queen wearing?". “Clothes” is
too general, "A dress" is less general but still vague, and the detail of
the answer may be as specific as a fashion designer’s name.
The context directs the answer.

Proof Reading
When writing, it is easy to make mistakes because of the mind
focussing so much on what is about to be written next rather than
what was recently written. It is a good habit to regularly proof read
sentences and layout.

When the Answer is Soon to Come
Sometimes, a passage will be vague and you might spend time
guessing what the specific meaning of the passage is. Maybe the
passage only makes sense when information in the next passage
after it is read.

The Truth of a Statement
Some statements are lies, incorrect, or not meant seriously. This
possibility needs to be available to a thinker so that he can progress
beyond an untruthful statement and its implications.

Relevant Detail Information
One can give brief information which leaves a lot unsaid. e.g. "To get
to Preston Road station, you need to catch a Metropolitan line train".

This can be added to: "Get the platform 4 Metropolitan train."; and
what is not meant can be indicated: "Don’t get the train that does
not stop: the express one which passes through Preston Road
without stopping."
The ability to give clear information depends upon you knowing what
information a person needs specifically and knowing how that
information can be misinterpreted or result in failure without extra
guidance - like in the example above.
Knowing to get a train from platform 4 is true but it is not detailed
enough to reduce the risk of not actually getting to the destination
station.

Avoiding Definite Answers
People are often in two minds over an issue. There are options
available to you other than giving one opinion: you can say,"It
depends", "I don’t know", or "I have no comment". Just because you
are focussed on one point of view, you do not have to give it as your
answer.
Of course, politicians with an agenda, purposely make statements in
interviews which only present the pros of a debate; or which only
present the cons of a debate. What they say is true but it misleads
because it is not balanced by presenting the other point of view.
In the ‘clutching at straws’ section, I was presenting the idea that we
have a tendency to clutch at the first plausible static idea to enter
our heads. It might actually be correct but unbalanced: lacking a list
of both pros and cons.

The Halo Effect
The politician on television who talks about the economy might have
a posh voice, a great vocabulary and a suit that would look at home
in the financial district but.. does he actually have a strong
economics background?
There is a psychology term named the ‘halo effect’ where we think,
“His clothes look good! His voice sounds authoritative! So I bet his
opinions are well considered and balanced!”
In fact, the politician might not himself believe the words he is
saying!; but ignoring that possibility, let’s look at us as the audience.
What if the politician is new to economics but he has come into
politics from the world of sport where he was a champion. The halo
effect would also suggest that we would think, “Well, he is a natural
success. So he will be a success in the sphere of economics too!”
There is very little we can do about our subconscious’es seeing the
world in the way that they do – leading us into beliefs which do not
hold true over time. They say that a lot of stock market movement is
based on people’s feelings. Actually, it is harder to claim that
nowadays because computer trading algorithms and other factors
play their part in the movements of the stock market. But as a
generalisation, it is hard to predict and control the macro behaviour
of crowds. Despite what some people might say, the average person
is a critical thinker. Often, after a regrettable election result, pundits
will ‘explain’ why the crowd went one way instead of another – and
often allege that they had not thought through the arguments very
well; but I am not so sure that people are that fickle. I wouldn’t bet
my life savings on that though!!!
And we learn. We learn how social media can plant thoughts and
ideas in our minds; and how social media can limit the pool of people
who we receive perceived ‘wide public opinion’ from. We adapt.

A good looking presidential candidate of a country starts off with an
advantage though, I am sure: the halo effect.

Scientific Belief
Broadly speaking, there are two types of scientist:
If I say that there is a pink elephant in my kitchen, one type of
scientist will say that this is ridiculous; whereas another type of
scientist will not conclude anything until he sees my kitchen.
If you think about the ‘global warming environmental’ debate, you
get these 2 types of people: people who will not say that global
warming is happening because the hotter planet might not be
caused by the actions of mankind; and exasperated people who say
to them “How much evidence do you need?”
If you need to visit a kitchen to decide if there is a pink elephant
there then you might be more inclined to be the type of person who
denies that it is fact that global warming is based on mankind’s
actions.
Excuse the pun, but this can be a heated argument.
Add into the mix that a scientist might be employed to summarise
facts in a way that might sway a reader in one direction of belief.
Everything he has done is scientific but the way the question he is
answering has been phrased will have a slant to it. By saying that
global warming is not proven to be caused by mankind, he is not
saying that it is out of the question; but that banner statement
“Global warming is not proven to be caused by mankind” can have
an effect on politicians to have a muted response to investigating
ways to reduce pollution.

One point to take away from this is that our own belief system is part
of the equation as to what science is ‘telling us’ – in the same way
that the pink elephant is believed to be
itchen or believed to be
a matter that can not be addressed until my kitchen is visited.
Another point to take away [and this is why I positioned this piece
near the Halo Effect piece] is that there can be prejudice or
misdirection or tricks played on us by people presenting media news
to us.

Single Source of Facts
When a scientist publishes a strange new finding, it is often peer
reviewed to see if other scientists can produce the same
experimental result. In other words, the scientist might have made
an error or might be half right but his unusual environment might
play some part in his result – and he has not acknowledged that.
By accepting just one source and believing it to be true, we limit our
ability to state what is untrue.

Simple Sells Well
Another aspect of trusting the first source of information that comes
along is a belief that a system can be explained in a few statements.
We like explanations to be simple. “If you do X then all will be good;
if you do Y then all will be bad” is easy to digest. And when we hear
it, we want to stop there with the easy explanation.
It’s like if someone says that a flower is made of petals, a stem and
leaves. That is credible for someone who is not very familiar with
flowers; and, if you look at a flower, the petals, stem and leaves are

easy to see. However, you can dig deeper and discover a root system
in the soil beneath the flower.
In a system with voters, we want to feel that we understand a
complex system well enough to have made an informed choice; but
if an explanation of one’s thinking can be reduced to one or two
sentences then you should probably wonder if you have informed
yourself much at all.
A very good principle for seeing deeper in a debate is displacement
theory. If you build a wall to keep a problem away from you, that
seems good; but what happens to the pressures on the other side of
that wall? Where do they apply themselves next? Do they end up
causing more hassle as a result of your wall solution?

Hindsight Tunnel Vision
The populist politician often presents his view after a big effect has
shown itself. He asks, “Why didn’t the opposition party stop this
from happening?”; and we are thinking, “Here is something bad that
has happened. It is so simple to see that this could have been
prevented.”
That is a particular flavour of the “Simple Sells Well” idea. Of all the
tens of issues that the opposition party need to think about daily,
this one has been singled out and presented as if there existed ample
time and resource to tackle it; and if this bad outcome had, say, a 1
in 10 chance of happening, we are looking back at it in the aftermath
of that undesirable 1 in 10 event happening; whereas the decision
makers were in a situation of it being by no means a certain
outcome.

Copying Notes
When copying notes from a teacher, a student might start copying
down a diagram but do it so far down a sheet of paper that there is
no space on which to copy it when the diagram being copied is
extended by the teacher.
Another error occurs when copying lines of writing. You look at half a
sentence in the source book, turn to the paper you are writing on,
and write the first half of the sentence. You turn back to the original
passage and hopefully read the second half of the sentence.
Sometimes, the uncritical mind will focus on a line much like the one
being copied and continue copying by copying another sentence’s
second half.

When to Listen
When something new is taught, it can be hard to focus on. Often you
want to spend time looking back at something said earlier but you
also want to concentrate on what the teacher is saying now.
There is the problem that you might not understand what is being
said now because you have not concentrated on what was said
earlier - but if you concentrate on notes of what was said earlier then
you might miss out on learning what is being said now.
One point to bear in mind is that the earlier information might not be
capable of making sense to you without you getting some help. The
teacher’s current words might not make sense but then again maybe
they will. This is a reason for putting your attention into what is
being said now. There is no right answer, I guess.
Also, many students do not understand new lessons straight away
and treat the lesson as an introduction to the course material. It is
their working practice to understand the lesson in their own time.

A good strategy is to study the lesson material before it is taught so
that there is more chance of you catching on to what the teacher is
saying during the first lesson on the subject..
Note: A person who keeps an up-to-date mental store of his
understanding of a subject will get confused less often than the
person who has not been motivated to keep up his understanding of
a subject.

Don’t be a Silo
I once worked somewhere with the maxim “Don’t be a silo.”
All it means is that keeping thoughts to yourself limits the
effectiveness of the overall team.
Sometimes, we had team building days where I would get chatting to
people in the team who I would not normally have a reason to
interact with much; and we could, almost accidentally, give a new
perspective to each other on the system around us.
There is also a business principle of having a drinks dispenser not just
to refresh staff but to cause them to have interactions with other
staff by them standing around the drinks machine.
People can magnify our capabilities. For example, someone might
offer to lend a book which they found useful on a subject. So, an
introvert behaviour can limit your opportunities.

Part 5

Problem Solving

Overview
Some people are much better than others at using logic to solve
problems. The first barrier to problem solving is the process of
making mistakes - some people generally seek less proof for what
they choose to believe than others. So, they can end up trying to
solve a problem by using mistaken facts and mistaken rules. Beyond
making mistakes, problem solving is difficult if you do not know
about the properties common to good problem solving. That is what
the rest of this chapter covers
(some problem solving ideas to play with, anyway).

Exhaustiveness
Problems are best solved by covering every possibility. For instance,
what is the chance of throwing a coin three times and getting heads
each time? A way to solve this problem is to write out every possible
combination of throws. e.g. ‘Heads, Heads, Tails’ , ‘Heads, Tails,
Heads’, etc.
There are eight possible outcomes - only one of which is ‘Heads,
Heads, Heads’. For this reason, the answer to the question is that the
chance of getting three heads in a row is one in eight. By being
exhaustive (exploring every outcome), a clear insight into the answer
is arrived at.
Compare that with the question of how often you would get 2 heads
and one tail. You might imagine a static image of 2 heads and one
tail and know that there are 8 throw outcomes. “The answer is 1 in

8”, you might say but that is not certain unless you seek 2 heads and
1 tail in the remaining 7 outcomes. Eg. Heads Tails Heads.
All of that was covered in maths lessons at school. I would hesitate to
say that studying math improves one’s thinking skills: your mind has
to take the leap and absorb the concept, in this case, of
‘exhaustiveness’. Otherwise, you would be good at answering ‘heads
and tails’ questions but not apply the principle of exhaustiveness to
other fields. And this course of heuristics is about stepping back from
an experience and taking away a broader more generalised lesson
from it. Play with an idea; try to imagine it not as heads and tails but
as cards in a pack or red cars and blue cars. Invent maths questions
to yourself based on the variations. Memory requires revision. So
revisiting the concept of exhaustiveness must surely help to plant it
in your behaviours.
‘Heuristics’ is a great word isn’t it? You can find books on the subject
of problem solving.

Playing / Trial and Error
Sometimes, it is good to play around with a problem and then a
solution might make itself apparent. A feature of a problem might
simply look interesting. By taking the time to play with it and to
explore it, new ideas might occur to you. For example, in a game of
chess, where there are many possible combinations of moves which
can be made, you might examine a king because it is an important
piece and notice something about its position that can lead to you
winning the game.
Another example is with graphs with vertical (y) and horizontal (x)
axis and you have to plot the path of an equation on that graph.
Sometimes, by imagining where y is when x is nearly infinite, you get
an idea of the general shape of the graph.

Playing around with a problem and solving it by trial and error works
largely because it encourages you to notice the characteristic details
of the problem. Once you begin to see the nature of the problem,
ideas about how to solve it can spring to mind.
Another reason for trial and error working is that sometimes there is
a small number of possibilities of how the elements of a problem can
be arranged. By fiddling about with those elements, there is a fair
chance of getting the right combination. e.g. A bicycle chain that just
needs a nudge to engage properly again.
Note: Limited playing with a concept may lead to limited
understanding of the concept.
e.g. Watching a flock of birds for only part of the year might not
show the flock’s tendency to migrate both ways.

Qualities of a Solution
Early on in solving a puzzle, someone can make statements about
what the solution will be like – without knowing the specifics.
For example, someone solving a Rubik’s cube might think that the
cube has to get a little scrambled, some significant change needs to
happen, and then it would be good to get the cube largely back to
the order it was in – with the small change applied.
Someone might assume that they can make one corner piece rotate
its colours while leaving the rest of the cube unchanged; and then
explore ways to make that happen – but maybe it is not possible to
make a corner rotate without some knock-on effect on another
piece. So the statements one states about what the solution will look
like and what manipulations are possible will have a huge effect on
the solvability of the puzzle.

Eliminator Questions
These days, I work with spreadsheets a lot. Sometimes, I apply a
filter to select just the rows of the sheet of rows which are the ones
that matter to me.
Sometimes, a problem with a large number of combinations or, let’s
say, rows to explore, can have a huge number of rows eliminated by
a simple filter: an eliminator.
In a detective movie, they might use a police database to find people
with a particular colour and type of vehicle within a 50 km radius of
an incident; then the tv detective goes door to door to interview the
small list of people who match those criteria. So he has massively
reduced the number of people to investigate albeit on a
questionable assumption that 50km is significant…
Then one further filter observation might eliminate most of that list.
A typical movie device is that a particular sound can be heard when a
phone call is made. That sound can only occur in a few places in the
city.
And sometimes, the line of inquiry is not to catch a suspect but to
talk to a witness; and then the detective discovers that the witness is
the villain. So you can stumble across the right answer by having a
play around with the information.

Thinking about the Goal First of All - and Related Information
y plus x equals 4. y is 3. What is x? The mind can go blank when
looking at a question. A way to start yourself off in answering the
question is to ask, "What is the goal?". Here, the goal is to find x. It
can be expressed as being 4 - y (in the same way that 1 is 4 - 3).

Next, you look for any information that refers to x (in this case, y plus
x equals 4). The y is a problem: we want x to equal a number and not
something with a y in it. So, the new goal is to find what y equals.
Next, you look for any information that refers to y. We are told that y
equals 3. Now that y can be expressed as being 3, we can go back to
the goal of finding out what x is. Since x is 4 - y, and since y is 3, x is 4
- 3. So, x equals 1. That’s a lot of wordy sentences but algebra makes
it clearer to express.
That is an example of solving a problem by looking at the goal and
any information which refers to the goal. Many people have a
problem solving mathematical problems because they do not have
this habit of arranging the information given in a way that links up
with the goal: start at the goal and work backwards from there.
Similarly, real world problems are solved by linking the goal to known
information. If your goal is to find a friend’s telephone number then
you consider what is needed to achieve that goal; so you think of any
context in which the person’s phone number occurs (a public
telephone book, your own address book, letter stationery, internet,
etc.) and then the next goal is to locate one of those contexts.
The ‘telephone number’ example is easy because it is a problem
which occurs in everyday life and so the solution is as much recalled
as it is ‘figured out’. For people who learn mathematics, the maths
problem is easy too since they see the same sort of problem every
day. It is when we encounter new territory that the idea of
identifying the goal and building bridges to it is the only way that the
answer can be figured out.
If you can not find your friend’s phone number then you might
contact a mutual friend who does have that person’s phone number:
a bridge is being built across what seemed like a dead end. Nobody
has thrust the answer towards me. I have just had to play around
with things I know about phones and see if any of it forms a bridge to
the answer.

Once a particular fast solution method has been decided upon, there
may be efficient ways and inefficient ways of following the method.
For instance, a person might have many phone numbers in a list
(home, work, holiday numbers). By pausing to think, "Is the person
likely to be at home or at work or on holiday?", you might decide
upon a sensible order in which to try each phone number.
Looking back at the x and the y algebra, a lot of people feel uneasy
about algebra but it is an uncluttered way of playing with the facts of
a problem. If you agree that clutter is a drain on concentration and
can lead to mistakes being made then how clean is it to have a
language of algebra to bring clarity (I claim!) to a question?
Having said that, a maths teacher might use real world situations to
make students instinctively get a feel for the maths. The heads and
tails game is an easy to imagine situation and is a nice way into the
world of maths probability; but the empowering aspect is the
abstraction of a principle (neatly expressed in algebra) so that you
can do more than make predictions about games of heads and tails.
Maybe some brains cope with algebra better – in the same way that
some people think in words, others in pictures. We do not all process
information in one style.
That was a bit of a detour! I was trying to talk about starting with the
goal and to frame a problem in terms of the goal.
Bolt on to that, “What are the eliminators?”: what can reduce the
size of this problem?
And, when you reach a solution, see if a small test can challenge the
accuracy of your solution. For instance, if the detective is seeking a
man and the only relevant vehicle driver in the vicinity is a woman
then he would look silly arresting her.
It is also good to ask a fresh pair of eyes to check your work. Often
people see things we have somehow missed.

I know I am digressing but good thinking is a combination of
behaviours.

Sweeps and Sleeps
Sometimes, the mental activity needed, to explain to someone what
your problem is, forces you, unexpectedly, to state the solution out
loud. You are revisiting old material but it is somehow connecting up
in your mind in a new way that makes sense.
People say that they will ‘sleep on a problem’: they believe that
coming back fresh to a problem will somehow bring them closer to
solving it. When you consider the low Miller number of items we can
juggle in our minds to problem solve, it may be that having a rest
causes an absent item to be added into the mix of what you are
using to solve a problem. There may be many reasons why it can
work.
In computer coding teams, there is ‘code walk through’ where an
author of code talks through what he/she has by talking to a
colleague. This overlaps with the idea of “Don’t be a silo” and with
this idea of seeing a subject in a new light as a result of revisiting it.
Sometimes, one of the two people in the ‘code walk through’ spot a
mistake in the code.
Another way in which bugs are found in code is through the good
practice of documenting how a computer program works. In doing
so, the author might challenge an idea which he had certainty about
at the time the code was written but which does not seem valid at
the present time.
The drinks machine or water cooler that causes staff to congregate
and chat; or someone revisiting their work to write documentation,
these are examples of how revisiting a system and/or its context can
help you to think through the system better.

Causation and Correlation
If I press a button and a drink appears out of a vending machine then
I might naturally assume that the pressing of the button causes the
vending machine to provide me with a drink.
What if the button actually has nothing to do with the machine’s
drink-serving function?
What if the button is relevant but only if a coin has been put into the
machine?
If the button CAUSES the drink to appear then that is different to a
random trend that each time I press the button, by some unrelated
process, a drink has also happened to appear. Maybe it is
programmed to release a drink once every 60 seconds; and, by
chance, I am pressing the button once every 60 seconds. That is
CORRELATION.
It is easy to be ‘caught out by correlation and to mistake it for
causation.

Unexpected Results because of an UNKNOWN
An UNKNOWN is something that you did not consider in your
evaluation of a problem. It might be something you know about but
you did not include it in your thought process.
For example, you know that sometimes we get bad rain. You might
make an investment based on a statistic that, over a 10 year period,
a farming investment has a good rate of return; but you have no
knowledge that this year will be very wet and spoil the crop; and you
only intended to invest for one year.

So, the UNKNOWN is the bad weather; and the UNKNOWN makes a
mess of your plans.
Add to that, you might have invested in a ten year farming plan; and
then we get a ‘once a century’ freakish weather event – a year after
the last ‘once a century’ freakish weather event happened. This
shows that maths about the risk of something happening can be
correct and wrong at the same time!
Since we have a strong desire to arrive at concrete solutions, I think
that we have a tendency to ignore the possibility of UNKNOWNs. We
can not visualise the things we do not know; so maybe the brain’s
design has a frailty when it comes to weighing up UNKNOWNs.
An exercise to improve at this way of thinking might be to list all
future possibilities of something everyday; e.g. Which cashier might
serve you at the grocery store today? What is in your left pocket
right now? How warm will the water coming out of your cold tap
(faucet) be today? Which actors you already know of will be in the
movie you are going to watch tonight?
With these questions, there is the chance of the reality being outside
the set of possibilities you list; and that could raise your awareness
of UNKNOWNs. Going back to the example of the jogger, when he
turns into his driveway, that is a kind of UNKNOWN; or if his friend
hails him and he stops to chat to his friend then that is an UNKNOWN
too. The end of life of a device that you read or watch this tutorial
from is an UNKNOWN; remember the Miller idea of a small number
of ideas that we can work with well at any one time. If we added to
that mental load the job of imagining UNKNOWNs possibilities then
how would work get completed accurately? So an awareness of
UNKNOWNs in general might typically be the insight which we bring
to our thinking.
However, an ability to think of plausible UNKNOWNs is probably an
empowering skill too.

Redefinition
If what is ‘unknown’ are the facts of the situation and one believes
that one knows the facts of a system and its context then
REDEFINITION is needed: redefinition of the system or its context.
So, if the jogger turns out to be someone running away from an
assailant then there is redefinition if ‘jogger’ had the connotation of
‘person doing exercise’.
With problem solving, the barrier to a solution can be this lack of
understanding of the nature of the problem.
Earlier, with UNKNOWNs, I was saying that it is good to know that
one's list of choices (to evaluate) may be missing some choices.
In the 'Redefinition' situation, it is a different type of unknown
information because it is not your store of choices that has possible
unknowns but, rather, the system you are considering the choices of.

Applying Experience
Once a solution to a mathematics problem is found, that method of
solving the problem can be memorised so that any similar problems
can be solved in a similar way. For instance, there are some
questions in which you have to find x, you are given four pieces of
information – some of which are not needed to answer the question.
If the examiners set a question of this style regularly then it makes
sense to memorise general qualities of the solution.
So although problems can be solved by applying logic, it is good to
use your experience to recall the method of solving a problem when that way of solving the problem is appropriate.

But another type of memory store is a store of solution options. Yes,
you have a method that will certainly get you the right answer with 5
minutes work but is there another solution in your tool kit which will
solve the problem in even less time? It is an impressive mind that can
access a store like that!

Improving Strategy
It is possible to play chess or any game for years without improving
much. What is needed for there to be improvement is the habit of
analysing a previous game and thinking about one’s weaknesses.
(And seeking out slightly superior competitors to accelerate that
process.)
In chess, one might discover that a big weakness is the ease with
which the player loses his queen. A conscious decision can be taken
from then on to never make even the most simple looking move
without thoroughly investigating whether the queen could be lost as
a direct result of that move.
This idea of analysing your performance goes beyond games. The
theme of this book is that your intelligence can be improved by
analysing where you are going wrong, and focusing your mind on
good habits. More generally, you can make yourself more efficient in
everyday activities by analysing your methods and trying to make
them better. In this way, you can find better solutions to problems.
One of my favourite comic heroes is Batman. Very typical in a
Batman story is that he is bested in the first half of a story, he has a
little think and then he comes back for the rematch but armed with
the right tools. There is great satisfaction in outsmarting a foe or a
system (the satisfaction of solving a tough puzzle).

More Than One Answer
Sometimes problems have more than one answer. So, there may be
two phone numbers for ringing a friend who is at home. Maybe one
phone is off the hook [most of this work is from a time when phones
had hooks]. You might see that phone’s number in your address
book, ring it, find that it is not getting through, and give up. What is
better, is the habit of thinking, "Is there more than one answer?",
and in that way looking at the address book to see if there is a
second phone number.
In a mathematical situation, 2 times 2 is 4, and -2 times -2 is 4; when
asked, "What when multiplied by itself gives the answer 4?", it is
incomplete to give 2 as being the answer. Ie. because -2 is also an
answer. If a person is in the habit of expecting only one solution then
he is limiting his ability to be thorough.
If a person does not see his discipline as an integrated syllabus of
approaches then he can only grasp at solutions in the current
chapter he is studying. The great problem solvers see the big picture
and thus have a much more powerful tool kit for solving problems.
In mathematics, people from different mathematical backgrounds
might meet to attack one riddle. They acknowledge that, despite
their own excellence, this pooling and integrating of abilities leads to
solutions which one person could not realistically arrive at alone.
So, in talking about seeking more than one solution, I am overlapping
the idea of using the ‘big picture’ as an enabler.

When Stuck, Check Assumptions
Some problems are hard to solve because you are not looking at the
problem correctly. For instance, if you misread a mathematics
question in which you are meant to convert one expression into

another, it may be impossible if you copied the question down
wrongly.
On a computer, you may be typing that the date of arrival of an
order is 31st September and then the computer rejects the entry.
You might think that the solution is to type September 31st or 31/9
or 9/31 but all the time the problem is that September only has
thirty days. Here, the assumption that presentation is the obstacle to
success leads to a blindness to the real problem.
Maybe it is worth checking how many days September has before
checking the presentation of the date since, if the number of days is
wrong then you might say that there is little point experimenting
with the layout: there seems to be a directional flow to the things
that might be causing the error.
But a counter-argument to that is “How much time does it cost me to
explore avenue A rather than avenue B?”: a wrong format or a wrong
date are both possible sources of failure; maybe prefer to check
validity of the data primarily because it requires less thinking effort
and because it should take less time than playing with several
number formats.
Then again, the directional flow might lead to clarity of thought in
diagnosing a problem: you don’t want to overcomplicate things.
I suppose you just weigh up your options and hope for the best!
Another example is where one’s key does not fit in your car at a car
park - and it is because a car just like your own is parked near your
own car and it is that car which you are trying to unlock. One might
think that one’s key has been bent out of shape or that a vandal has
damaged the lock by trying to force it open. The assumption that the
car is one’s own causes a blindness to the actual problem.
What is required is the ability to seek proof for what seems at first
glance to be obvious. Instead of thinking, "Why is my car not

unlocking with my key?", there needs to be an abstraction to, "Why
is this car not unlocking with this key - that is assuming that I am
correct in my assumption that the lock has not yet been unlocked."
By abstracting and seeking proof for what is seemingly obvious,
there is a better chance of reaching a solution and reaching it soon.
As an aside, it is perhaps good to limit use of the phrases “Of course”
and “Obviously” from your vocabulary. They blinker your visibility of
what might be the cause of an error.
If you are someone who thinks in words then you might be limited in
the extent to which you naturally think deeper about what a word
means. By seeing the visual system in your mind, there is more
chance of a voice in your head saying, “Hey! There’s an inconsistency
here!”. For instance, you are carrying a rote instruction in your head:
“Give the man some oil and add wood to the fire.”; but you lose
concentration and recall it as “Give the man some wood and add oil
on the fire.”; without a challenger voice in one’s head that thinks
beyond the instructions to the implications of adding oil to a fire,
there is less chance of realising a mistake is being made here.

Use stores
The choice stores which you have read about already are intended to
be drawn upon to help you to solve problems. There are useful lists
in them, useful methods for solving problems, and useful habits for
not making bad starting assumptions.

Other aspects of being clever
Overview

This work has been about the thinking process. Intelligence can cover other
topics which are really valid but are going off piste a bit from the thinking
process emphasis I am giving here.

Exams
I wrote a separate piece of work about doing well in exams.
It is strange that, despite someone being great at general thinking skills, they
can still mess up an exam because of the semantics of what an essay question
is asking the person to do.
Eg. ‘Compare’ is not the same as ‘Compare and contrast’. You might think the
examiner will love you for not just doing what he asked but adding a little extra
on top but the examiner gives you a lower score for ‘failing to understand the
instruction’.
Exams are another world!

Where there is a clear overlap with intelligent thinking is the idea, in essays, of
defining terms first before discussing the terms.
Moreover, to see that there is a preferred order to the presentation of ideas:
to start off with building block definitions, construct arguments and only to
delve into comparison of arguments once they have been properly defined.
And to finish off with some kind of conclusion that justifies why you took all
that time saying all that stuff: to frame it in the context of the essay question
you were given; or, with the topic of intelligent thinking, to have a framework
underpinning your thoughts when you try to consider a proposition.
The caches I wrote about earlier are similar to an academic subject’s syllabus: a
framework which you should know inside and out because it is going to be so
helpful to you in organising your answer to an essay question.
The facts of the academic subject are also much like the cache I wrote about
earlier: you take the time to learn something well because it offers so much
benefit to you.

Sleep
Someone can get 8 hours of sleep but it can be low quality sleep.
Good sleep matters and can have a massive effect on the work you are about
to do and, also, how well you remember the work you did in the recent past.

Teaching Ability
I hope I have communicated my thoughts effectively.
Sometimes, you encounter teachers who are very clever but they have
difficulty in communicating ideas simply.
I have a theory that a new idea should be introduced in a minimalist way: the
more material you give people to elaborate on your lesson, the more
distraction there is from the core point.
But when I say ‘minimalist way’, there needs to be enough material there for
someone to be able to play with an idea and ‘make it their own’; and different
students’ brains will prefer to receive a lesson in alternative styles.
The elaboration or sub branches and nuances can be explored on a future date
in a fresh lesson.
In the same way that different people’s brains visualise the world differently,
maybe the teacher should think about different ways of expressing an idea so
that it imprints on different people differently. Maybe a dry principle that suits
the mathematically minded could be followed by a dramatic story which
illustrates the idea.
Also, a teacher needs an awareness that some people are not ‘keeping up’ well
with the jargon being used. Generally, you can only communicate at speed
with vocabulary if people have absorbed the meaning of that jargon well in the
past.
An awareness of the timescale over which memory weakens is also good for a
teacher. He or she can remind people of basic information and jargon so that it

is easier for the student to mentally work with whatever fresh material builds
on that underlying information.
The quality of being a good listener is desirable in a teacher: to listen enough
to criticism to question if the person who is surely wrong is actually correct;
and one’s own view of a system needs redefining.

More I could have written
I half wanted to add more material to this book about problem solving but I
think that the habit of keeping a mistake diary, etc. will tend to unlock that
material anyway.

Other work I have written
I wrote most of my material on intelligence and thinking before I had ever used
the internet. I was very interested in the psychology of memory; and people
really wanted a technique to memorise a phone number because electronic
devices for doing so were pretty much unheard of. Nowadays, you just grab
your smartphone! So a lot of my work is from another age!
Despite that, people need good memories to do well in exams and thus to
better their positions in life. And, although reading about how to think can be a
bit of a stale subject, the benefits of clean logic are invaluable.
The other piece I wrote was about exams and particular thoughts I had about
them – having read various books on how to do well in exams; and having
done a lot of education in my life.
The current memory work is at my MemoryBloke.com web site.

